
FLOORING

Black Lab Blend premium aggregate enhances epoxy flooring durability. 

You will see and experience the durability difference with our proprietary 

product used in 1/4-inch trowel-applied floors.

Let’s look at the aggregate’s sand base, a combination of interlocking 

round and angular grains. We developed this base to yield remarkable 

compressive strength and to reduce the resin and hardener needed 

during installation. Altogether, these factors ensure the flooring durability 

you require.  

With the rigorously engineered, custom additives, the application is 

smooth and easy with less drag and dust. This premium aggregate 

includes our exclusive dust-suppression technology. The installation 

team will appreciate a renewed commitment to an improved working 

environment where the dust is significantly less than on jobs using a 

standard aggregate.   

Black Lab® 
Blend
Premium Aggregate 

Enhanced durability 

Smoother troweling 

Seamless surface 

Reduced dust

Color options
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Why don’t you reach out now 
for an upcoming project?
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Black Lab LLC, 11730 Ravenna Road, Chardon, OH

For more information about Black Lab Blend,  
please call: 800.258.3878 or email: BlackLabCS@CoviaCorp.com.

Leverage our strategically located plants

Black Lab Blend is shipped rapidly and reliably throughout North 

America. Each of our strategically located plants near Chicago, 

Cleveland, and Houston is serviced by transportation lines that 

quickly move product to you. With this footprint, we also receive raw 

materials and components into our plants without delay. Now, you 

can collaborate with a cost-efficient, time-efficient company that 

understands logistics and product quality are equally important.  

“I began working with Black Lab 25 

years ago. I like the blend of aggregate, 

which has had good results: works well 

when troweling; not sticky. The dust 

suppression helps tremendously.“

25-year Black Lab customer 

“I’ve looked at other suppliers, but they 

don’t seem to match up in terms of the 

overall value and service.“

Black Lab customer 

Black Lab plants

Covia’s industrial plants, excluding Black Lab


